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Sound  on - vision off

Easy texts - Difficult questions

What do the sounds suggest about the film?

What impression does the music on the soundtrack give? 



Think – Pair - Share
•Children consider an issue or a 
problem individually – Where 
is this story set? 
• When is it set? 
•They explain their ideas to a 
partner  
•The pairs then share their ideas 
with another pair

What do the sounds suggest about the film?

What impression does the music on the soundtrack give? 



Palette Picker Palette Picker app Prediction
Probability

impossible certaineven 
chance

Palette Picker



The ‘Tell Me’ Grid
People Places

Story Time



Prediction Probability

impossible unlikely even
chance likely certain



The Props Bagprops bag



Prediction Probability

impossible unlikely even
chance likely certain



Y5 Grammar





Modal 
verbs might must should could who

will can may might shall



Relative 
Clauses who which where why whose

that



Modal 
verbs might must should could who

will can may might shall

Modal 
verbs might must should could who

will can may might shall



might must should could who

will can may might shall



Write up your 
prediction including the 

use of modal verbs
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What else do you know by the same 
author?

Is this a fact or an opinion?

Why did th
e author u

se…? (fi
gurative 

language)

W
ha
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Pie Chart

4%

39%

22%

35%

Comp
Comp/vocab
Making Inference
LfE

KS2 Overall 2016 

2:2:1



2a 2b 2c 2d 2e 2f 2g 2h

Give/
explain the 
meaning of 
a word in 
context

Retrieve 
and record 
info’ / 
identify key 
details from 
F and NF

Summari-
se main 
ideas from 
more than 
one para’

Make 
inferenc-es 
from the 
text / 
explain and 
justify 
inferenc-es 
with 
evidence 
from the 
text

Predict 
what might 
happen 
from details 
stated and 
implied

Identify / 
explain how 
info’ / 
narrative 
content is 
related and 
contribut-es 
to meaning 
as a whole

Identify / 
explain 
how 
meaning 
is 
enhanced 
through 
choice of 
words and 
phrases

Make 
compari-
sons within 
a text



44%
36%

…of questions focussed on making inferences

…of questions focussed on character 
descriptions, thoughts actions and feelings

Y6 Sats 2017



What connects them?

What is the same about the shots?

What is different?

Shots in sequence activity



Making inferences - 
Why does this 
picture come first?

Comprehension - 
Picture to be 
sequenced?

Comprehension - 
Picture to be 
sequenced?

Comprehension - 
Picture to be 
sequenced?

Comprehension - 
Picture to be 
sequenced?

Making Inferences - 
What do we think we 
know about the 
character here?





Comprehension - 
Describe this character 

Comprehension - 
Describe this character 

Making Inferences  - 
Explain why the the 
clock is important on this 
page

Making Inferences   - 
Who is Hugo looking at?

Making Inferences  - Why 
do you think all of the 
pictures are black and 
white?

Making Inferences - Look 
at the next three pictures - 
whose eye is this?



Find and Copy Short Sentence

Write down…Give two

1.

2.

Explain (your choice) fully

Long Sentence 
Sentence

G

Gold

Silver

Bronze

KS2



Draw Lines

Tick one/two

text

text

text

text

Statement…

Statement…

Statement…

Statement…

1

Sequence the text Circle the correct option

text text

text text

True or False

Gold

Silver

Bronze

G

KS2



short version - 1:13





Book Film 







Where is the 
story set?

How can you tell when 
the story is taking place?

What mood 
is created 

by the setting?

Setting Analysis



sky

blue

deep

They gazed at the sleeping city, 
the huge tower and bright moon.

Hugo looked over the city that he loved.

“We should be able to do 
something now,” he said.

Sentence of three for description

relative clause

modal verb
The deep, blue sky…

Hugo, who loved Paris, looked out in  
wonder.





long version





Character Study - Y5 
Grammar



video

We are seeing what Hugo sees… then we see Hugo and 
we follow him.



Green Screening with Do ink







FROM HIS PERCH BEHIND THE CLOCK, Hugo could see everything. 
He rubbed his fingers nervously against the small notebook in his 
pocket and told himself to be patient.
The old man in the toy booth was arguing with the girl. She was about 
Hugo’s age, and he often saw her go into the booth with a book under 
her arm and disappear behind the counter.

This is where we are going…



In the distance …
High above the darkened city …

Rising above the darkened city, the Eiffel Tower gazed down 
upon the busy streets. The bright moon looked over the 
thousands of people going about their nocturnal business.



The station building …
The symmetrical station…
Shadowy figures hurried …

Shadowy figures hurried towards the symmetrical station 
as cars dropped off their passengers by the arched station 
doors.



Through the wide open doors  …
The open doors led to …
Bright light and a hubbub of noise …

Bright light and a hubbub of noise flooded out from the 
open door of the station into the evening air and 
welcomed Hugo inside.



The crowded station hall …
Pushing through…



Hugo looked to the right…
His expression gave little away as  …
He glanced over his shoulder …



Hurrying up the …
Dodging swiftly …



A well worn boot …
Slipping un-noticed …





Philip Webb | Literacy 

Modal verbs - 
might or could

Time adverbial

Place adverbial

Number adverbial

Brackets, dashes  
or commas

Modal verbs - 
will or must

Relative clause 
- with -why -  
- whose - that

Subordinating or  
coordinating 
conjunction

Relative clause 
- who - which -  
- where

Y5







Y5 Grammar



• How - cautiously - speedily - suddenly - gently 

• Time - early in the morning… later that day 

• Place - standing next to … entering the forest 

• Number - secondly

then after that this finally

Cohesive devices 
including adverbials



philipwebbliteracy.com

http://philipwebbliteracy.com
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Contextualise

Give other examples

Repeat the word

Child friendly definition

Relate to experience

Engage in other ways

Record

Seven Steps

Vocabulary and 
Comprehension

agitated



Philip Webb | Literacy 

Whole Class reading
Prediction Sound on Vision Off

Teacher Read 
Aloud

P46/47

Vocabulary

Check - 7 Steps

agitated

Paired read aloud In threes on this occasion - p46/47/48 to ‘Thief!, Thief!’ 

Vocabulary check 
- children’s 
selection

Write unknown vocabulary on post its

Timed retrieval Where was Hugo at the start of the text?
Who was the old man arguing with?

Graphic / 
Vocabulary 
question

On p50 (para 2) find and copy the word that shows that Hugo was 
worried about what might happen.

Written question - 
inference

Why did Hugo think that the old man looked agitated?
Why was Hugo pleased that the old man seemed to have fallen asleep?

Summary / 
Extended actiivity

Readers Theatre - Hugo - The Old Man - Narrator
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Timed retrieval
Where was Hugo at the start of the 
text?
Who was the old man arguing with?

Graphic / Vocabulary 
On p50 (para 2) find and copy the word that shows 
that Hugo was worried about what might happen.
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Inference
Why did Hugo think that the old man 
looked agitated?
Why was Hugo pleased that the old man 
seemed to have fallen asleep?

Extended activity 
Readers’ Theatre
















